
Collecting Insects

Can DIY your own collection 

box using wood and glass or 

plexiglass (See instructions at 

the top of this page) 

Shadowboxes can be  

purchased from craft stores 

Shoeboxes or other small  

boxes with a lid can be used 

Place a piece of Styrofoam  in 

the bottom of box to push    

pins into

If desired, cut a window  from 

the inside of the lid and  use 

plastic wrap to cover the   

window

Can leave the box intact with 

no window, just prop it open 

for display at the fair

MAKING A DISPLAY
CASE FOR YOUR
INSECT COLLECTION

Look everywhere outside, and sometimes in basements & 

garages

Check around porch lights at night

Use an insect net to catch flying insects. 
When using a net, catch the insect then quickly flip the net 

over so the top folds over the ring, keeping the insect from 

flying out

With the ring placed on the ground, hold the tip of the net up, 

insects will fly or climb upward making it easy to get them out 

Take a kill jar or zipper bags with you when you go collecting 

Can kill insects in a kill jar or by placing the bags of insects 

into the freezer for a few days

When using plastic bags, invert the bag over your hand to grab 

the insect then turn the bag back the correct way and seal it 

while your hand is still grasping the insect from the outside of 

the bag to keep the insect in the bag

To make a kill jar, place paper strips or cotton balls with a 

small amount of nail polish at the bottom of a glass jar

Put a cardboard disk over that to separate the liquid from the 

insects

Keep insects in the jar for a few minutes after any movement

Contact Nicole Stoner at nstoner2@unl.edu with questions

Suggested insect net: Trasfit Insect 
and Butterfly Net with 12" Ring. 
Can be found at Amazon.com
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